Figure 1. Barbara Hammer, *Dyketactics* (US, 1974). 16mm film. DVD still.
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Jen Smith’s 2006 video *Magick and the Gay Counter Culture* (US) presents an obscure ritual action enacted on a windy hilltop. The five-minute video begins with two figures seated together on the ground, both of them clad in white loincloths, fur caps, and antlers. One of the figures (Smith herself) slowly pierces the back of the other (C. Ryder Cooley) with feathers. When the piercing is finished, the first figure takes the hands of the initiate, stands her up, and slowly turns her around in a circle. As with the action, the video’s camera work unfolds in the round. Five other figures—of various genders, all dressed in loincloths—approach the central pair from various points offscreen. They help the first figure lift the initiate into the air, as choral music momentarily swells on a sound track that otherwise presents only the sound of wind and of feet moving through the brush. After the initiate has been set back down, the five figures mill around a bit and then gradually disperse. Finally, the two main figures join hands and walk off together down the hillside until they disappear from view. The
pastoral and ritual qualities of the video harken back to the late 1960s and 1970s—a heyday of rural hippie communes and pagan rites. At the same time, the feather piercing seems to locate the video firmly on the far side of the 1980s lesbian sex wars and the 1990s queer turn. The video’s tone is just as difficult to pin down: it is at once reverent and campy.

K8 Hardy engages similar contradictions in her 2007 music video for the song “Sisters in the Struggle” by the Montreal-based group Lesbians on Ecstasy.1 The group, not incidentally, is known for taking songs from the acoustic lesbian past and turning them into techno dance jams. For most of the video’s five minutes, the band members, dressed in playful costumes that might best be described as rural disco chic, perform their song in a clearing in the woods. Hardy shot the video on VHS, a point emphasized by a flashing “PLAY” in the upper left hand corner of the opening shot. In addition to 1980s home video, the piece signifies new media through the inclusion of a laptop in the mise-en-scène as well as in shots that present what are clearly digital effects and artifacts. Despite these elements, the video remains for the most part

Figure 2. Jen Smith, *Magick and the Gay Counter Culture* (US, 2006). Digital video. DVD still.
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grounded in a back-to-the-land, lesbian-feminist iconography of the 1970s. For instance, there is an extended montage of vaginally suggestive tree knots as the song’s chorus is heard for the first time: “We’ve been waiting all our lives for our sisters to be our lovers.” The lyrics become especially poignant when one recognizes that the videomaker and the members of the band were likely born too late to participate in the heady era of communal sisterhood that they reference. Having waited all their lives for herstory to repeat itself, they have taken matters into their own hands, performing their own version of 1970s feminism. In a series of shots toward the end of the video, the musicians hold out cardboard cutouts of the female symbol (single and paired), the labrys, and the letter T. The band makes a point of being both lesbian-feminist and trans-inclusive.

Smith’s and Hardy’s videos are part of a recent wave of queer media art that mines the energy and iconography of 1970s lesbian feminism. This new queer work engages more specifically with the subset of 1970s feminist practice that is often referred to as cultural feminism. In its most general sense, the term simply refers to any “cultural” (as opposed to explicitly “political”) feminist phenomenon, from urban women-run coffeeshops to rural women’s music festivals, and from high-waisted jeans to serial monogamy. Less diffusely, the term refers to a particular ideology and political project: the belief that women are fundamentally different from men, as well as the project of building an autonomous women’s culture where nonpatriarchal values and ways of life can develop and flourish. Even more specifically, cultural feminism stands in for two currents that were especially strong in the 1970s on the west coast: biologically essentialist understandings of gender and projects of lesbian separatism. Historically, these currents have met with a good deal of criticism within queer spaces. One of the main targets of Judith Butler’s 1990 Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity, which helped to define the field of queer theory, was the falsely homogenous and static category of “woman” as it had developed out of 1970s feminism. Trans scholars have taken cultural feminism to task for its role in making the 1970s a particularly “difficult decade” for trans people, perhaps most famously in
the anti-trans writing of Janice Raymond and the purges of trans women Beth Elliott and Sandy Stone from lesbian-feminist spaces.\(^3\)

For these reasons, it is rather surprising that trans-positive queer artists are now returning to and reinvesting in cultural feminism.

I believe that essentialism ranks high among the qualities of cultural feminism to which the new queer media work is attracted: the audacity of fabricating a pre- or ahistoric foundation for one’s contemporary thoughts and actions; the righteousness of claiming truths at the level of the body; the thrill of accessing magical realms hitherto cloaked by rationality and the oppressive world of appearances; and the presumptuousness of going off to live entirely as one chooses, beyond the range and influence of heteropatriarchal media, culture, and ideology. At the same time, the new queer work seems to be clearly aware of the problems with both gender essentialism and lesbian separatism. The artists and performers temper their investment in essentialism with camp and irony, and also with a sense of melancholy—as if, unable to fully desire this past, they are also unable to properly mourn its loss.

Although I have begun this article exploring new work in the historical light of 1970s cultural feminism, my main project is actually to do the opposite. In what follows, I will use the new wave of queer media art as an invitation and a provocation to rethink hitherto dominant understandings of what 1970s cultural feminism was all about. If queer artists and performers are now drawn to 1970s lesbian feminism, perhaps it was a richer and more complex period than the frames of historical understanding developed in the 1980s and 1990s have allowed us to recognize. The new queer media work invites us to look at cultural feminism playfully and generously, seeking out and unearthing obscured sites of sexiness, humor, and nonnormative gender expression.

I will take up this invitation in particular with regard to the 1970s short experimental films of pioneering lesbian filmmaker Barbara Hammer. Her early films have been especially strong points of reference for contemporary queer media artists: in addition to developing an aesthetic and a practice for embodied lesbian-feminist media-making, they are documentary records of what lesbianism looked and felt like at the time. In many of
Hammer’s early films, women forge durable bonds with each other through the shared risk of unorthodox behavior. They enact strange ritual actions together, including the action of making the films, with the goal of transforming themselves at the level of self, body, and essence.

Although all but one of the recent works I discuss in this article, Liz Rosenfeld’s Untitled (Dyketactics Revisited), were shot on video, much of the work appears to be seeking a return to the visual fullness (and, often, aural silence) of Hammer’s 16mm film image. The recent media pieces present lush, textural images of bodies in natural settings and—with the exception of Hardy’s music video, which has a more energetic sound track and a faster pace—take the time to show these bodies engaging in ritual performances that unfold slowly and quietly. The hyper sync-sound qualities of video are left unexploited. In general, the recent works evoke the scenic expansiveness and hushed reverence of Hammer’s films, qualities that were apparently more conducive to the essentializing performances of the 1970s. The often melancholic quality of the new work, the sense of arriving too late, likewise seems intimately bound up with historical questions of medium and format. In the last section of this article, I will peel back the layers of digital and analog video in order to theorize the essentializing properties of 16mm celluloid and its particular contribution to the 1970s cultural-feminist project.

Barbara Hammer’s “Cultural-Feminist” Films of the 1970s
Hammer made her 1974 film Dyketactics (US), a groundbreaking work in the history of lesbian filmmaking, while she was earning her master’s degree in filmmaking at San Francisco State University. To make the film, she gathered together a group of women and took them to the countryside for the weekend. Shedding their clothes and inhibitions, the women engaged in a series of simple actions—dancing, touching each other, embracing trees, washing and combing each other’s hair, and so on—which Hammer and Chris Saxton filmed. During a second shoot, Saxton filmed Hammer and Poe Asher making love as soft afternoon light spilled
in through the window of a Bay Area home. Although Hammer appears on-screen in both sequences, it is Asher who forms the narrative bridge between the two locations: in an early shot we see her sniffing a vibrator as she drives down a highway in a convertible, as if she is recalling previous sexual pleasure and anticipating the renewal of it at her destination. Hammer ultimately cut more than an hour’s worth of footage down to four minutes and an astonishingly compressed 110 shots. Despite the rapidity of the editing, watching Dyketactics is gentle and sensual; this is a result of the film’s natural setting, the slowness of the women’s on-screen actions, the lapping repetition of the sound track music, and the prevalence of superimpositions. By editing the film down, Hammer isolates moments of touching within each shot. In an essay written in 1977, she describes the process as “textural editing” and says that the film represents “erotic time.” She also describes Dyketactics as a “lesbian commercial,” and, from her own account of early screenings, the film did effectively sell lesbianism to at least a few women in the audience.4

Hammer’s films evince many of the characteristics of cultural feminism. Dyketactics demonstrates the centrality of the female body to her practice, not only on-screen but also in her quest to develop an embodied way of both making and viewing films. With Dyketactics, Hammer also sought a way of representing lesbian lovemaking that did not deploy the visual and narrative codes of mainstream, heterosexual pornography. In this regard, the film contributed to the 1970s feminist project of developing a women’s erotica. In other 1970s films by Hammer, we encounter still more hallmarks of cultural feminism, for instance, ritual actions that are explicitly linked to matriarchal cults of the Goddess (e.g., Moon Goddess [US, 1976, made with Gloria Churchman] and The Great Goddess [US, 1977]) and visual metaphors that associate women’s bodies with biomorphic shapes found in nature (e.g., Multiple Orgasm [US, 1976] and Women I Love [US, 1976]).5

It is no surprise then that Hammer’s 1970s films “can be seen as embodying the cultural feminist position,” as Andrea Weiss puts it in her 1992 history of lesbians in cinema. Richard Dyer characterizes the films in the same way in his survey of gay and les-
bian filmmaking published two years earlier. Dyer and Weiss both deploy the label descriptively, though by no means uncritically, as a succinct way to situate Hammer’s films historically and to clarify their aesthetic and ideological stakes. A decade earlier, in a review of the films *Women I Love* and *Double Strength* (US, 1978), Weiss was far more critical of Hammer. She characterized Hammer’s effort to develop “an intuitive, feminine, and emotional approach to film” as naïve, and she argued that, despite Hammer’s efforts to escape and undo patriarchal codes of representation, the filmmaker had ultimately fallen into the trap of “adopting the masculine romanticized view of women.” Weiss was not alone among feminist commentators in the 1980s in criticizing Hammer’s films, and cultural feminism more broadly, in this way. Judith Mayne has spoken of the “essentialism detectors” that were working overtime within the field of feminist film studies throughout the decade, eagerly sniffing out and dismissing any films and criticism that seemed to promote the “‘dangers’ of essentialism—an affirmation of the difference between men and women as given, and an attendant belief in the positive value of female identity which, repressed by patriarchy, will be given its true voice by feminism.”

In a 1998 interview, Hammer discusses how critiques of essentialism affected her career and artistic practice:

I think what happened there for me was that critics were leading the feminist movement after I made the films. And I wasn’t aware that by placing women in nature, nude, and celebrating the expanse of nature, I was saying that women were purely biological. That wasn’t my intent. . . . It made me more conscious to have that criticism. I welcomed it, except that it wasn’t a criticism in dialogue. It was a criticism after the fact. It seemed so harsh and so judgmental that I couldn’t keep doing the same kind of work.

Hammer responded to the criticism by taking women out of her films for a number of years. This is not to say that films like *Pools* (US, 1981) and *Pond and Waterfall* (US, 1982) are disembodied. There remains a clear sense of an embodied filmmaker holding and moving the camera. As Claudia Gorbman puts it, “[The films]
focus on women’s vision, a woman’s vision, translating/interpreting/transforming the world.” Yet women’s bodies are no longer visible on-screen. Hammer attributes her move from California to New York in the 1980s to her desire “to be in more of an urban setting where [she] wouldn’t have the allure of open space and the expansive lesbian/feminist philosophies that were born here on the West Coast.”

To understand how critiques of essentialism could wield so much power in the 1980s, it is necessary to understand what cultural feminism was accused of displacing and also what it was accused of having spawned: in the first instance an earlier “radical feminism” and in the second an ascendant “antipornography feminism.” Alice Echols, who did much to define and establish the term cultural feminism with this particular critical valence in the 1980s, credits its first use to the reconstituted Redstockings group of 1975. In the anthology Feminist Revolution, the women of Redstockings used the label to characterize and criticize what they perceived to be negative developments within the women’s liberation movement, among them, a turning away from and forgetting of the movement’s early radical leaders and its original commitment tocoalitional and multi-issue Left activism; an apolitical and therapeutic reframing of the project of consciousness raising; and the rise to ideological dominance of reformist and revisionist understandings of feminism such as those offered by Ms. magazine. Echols uses the term cultural feminism similarly, as a tidy label for developments within the women’s movement that, by her argument, displaced radical feminism, a term she reserves for the pioneering late 1960s groups that articulated a feminist political program and analysis in connection with the New Left. Essentialism is at the heart of the cultural-feminist formation that Echols describes and criticizes:

Most fundamentally, radical feminism was a political movement dedicated to eliminating the sex-class system, whereas cultural feminism was a countercultural movement aimed at reversing the cultural valuation of the male and the devaluation of the female. In the terminology of today, radical feminists were typically social constructionists who wanted to render the sex-class system irrelevant,
while cultural feminists were generally essentialists who sought to celebrate femaleness.14

Echols argues that cultural feminism began to displace radical feminism in 1973 and that it had firmly eclipsed the latter by 1975, though she recognizes that the seeds of cultural feminism were already present in the radical feminism of the late 1960s.

Echols acknowledges that a number of other factors contributed to the dissolution of radical feminism as well: the economic crisis of the 1970s, the overall shift toward social conservatism in US culture, state infiltration and repression of radical groups, the concessions of reform governments, and the concurrent dissipation of other movements (8–9, 247–62). Nevertheless, she presents a chain of cause and effect—and blame—that is largely restricted to feminist spaces and women’s communities. Echols musters egregious citations from the writing of Robin Morgan and Jane Alpert, in which important Left causes are categorically dismissed as instances of male supremacy, as examples of how cultural feminists called into question and undermined the coalitional activism advocated by radical feminists. No doubt the rhetorical and ideological qualities of these writings connect forward to writings by Morgan, Andrea Dworkin, and Catharine MacKinnon that were produced a few years later in the context of the antipornography movement. It is less clear, though, how the more “cultural” elements of cultural feminism—women’s music festivals, rural communes, and the countless experiments in lesbian visibility, self-creation, and world making birthed in the 1970s—were responsible for the obsolescence of radical feminism and the ascendance of antipornography feminism. The contributors to the 1975 Redstockings anthology explicitly blamed the 1970s mandate of “political lesbianism” (which insisted that true feminists should form erotic bonds with their sisters rather than with “the enemy”) for derailing feminism from its original radical agenda and vision. Echols, however, writes a decade later at the height of the lesbian sex wars, in clear allegiance with the prosexuality side of that conflict, and she is critical of the “homophobia” that marred the Redstockings’ analysis.15 Nevertheless, there is a blind spot in her own argument
around 1970s lesbianism that ends up obscuring the prosexuality camp’s historical debt to the erotic, sex-positive work that Hammer and others were engaged in only a few years earlier.

In her cultural history of lesbianism in the US, Lillian Faderman does not use the term *cultural feminism* in the chapter on 1970s feminism. She prefers to use less retrospectively framed terms, as the chapter title demonstrates: “Lesbian Nation: Creating a Women-Identified-Women Community in the 1970s.” Faderman does, however, use *cultural feminism* in the next chapter, “Lesbian Sex Wars in the 1980s.” Here she asserts, oddly enough, that lesbian communities in the 1970s were “dominated by cultural feminists.” She then proceeds to map the 1980s battle as one between “cultural feminists” and “lesbian sex radicals.”16 Faderman’s use of the term points to the problematic way it both characterizes lesbian-feminist activity in the 1970s writ large and more narrowly signifies the anti-sexuality camp of the sex wars. It is in part because historians and critics have sought to get the full measure of the former through the circumscribed frame of the latter that so many reductive accounts of both 1970s lesbianism and 1970s feminism have circulated.

Over the past decade, the essentialist line of critique seems to have lost much of its power, and, not un-relatedly, the term *cultural feminism* seems to be falling into disuse, at least in a few high profile forums. The exhibition WACK! Art and the Feminist Revolution, which opened on 4 March 2007 at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles before traveling to Washington, DC, New York, and Vancouver over the next two years, presented 1970s feminist cultural production thematically, grouping work together under such rubrics as “Body as Medium,” “Family Stories,” and “Gender Performance.” As a result, artists who have often been considered forerunners of feminist postmodernism, such as Mary Kelly, Yvonne Rainer, and Martha Rosler, appeared in the galleries alongside artists who have usually been considered dyed-in-the-wool essentialists, such as Judy Chicago, Mary Beth Edelson, and Hammer. Although on one level this approach invited essentialist versus constructionist comparisons of the work on view, it also defused such comparisons by making it clear that the exhibition was not structured by the terms of the old debate.17
More recently, in October 2010, the Center for Gay and Lesbian Studies (CLAGS) at the City University of New York hosted a three-day conference titled “In Amerika They Call Us Dykes: Lesbian Lives in the 1970s.” Although largely eschewing the term cultural feminism, the conference focused on aspects of 1970s experience that almost certainly could be labeled as such. As the conference website points out, in the 1970s lesbians created businesses, music, softball teams, films, and womyn’s land: “Inspired by the massive social changes that were taking place, lesbians made new worlds for themselves and others.”18 The conference was a reunion of sorts for women who came out in the 1970s, and also a chance for these participants and witnesses to speak to younger scholars studying 1970s lesbian feminism without having experienced it. In a printed recap of the conference, Lisa Weil paraphrases Lisa Duggan’s presentation at one of the plenary sessions, at which Duggan summarized two competing narratives about 1970s lesbians within feminist discourse:

1. They were dogmatic, dumpy sexless lesbian separatists and cultural feminists with no race or class politics, followed in the 1980s by radical, witty politically sophisticated sex radicals.
2. They were creative, utopian lesbian visionaries with radically egalitarian politics followed by narrowly pragmatic assimilationist LGBT reformers and corporate sellouts who have forgotten feminism.19

Although there were moments of discord and debate at the conference—around race and class politics, as well as around issues of trans inclusivity—it was also clear that the conference was, by design, a space in which the second position predominated.

Hammer has been consistently productive as a media artist since the 1970s, and she has been honored with many awards and exhibitions over the past three decades. At the same time, I do not believe it is a coincidence that in today’s context of a renewed appreciation of 1970s cultural feminism, she has achieved a level of art-world prestige unprecedented in her long and illustrious career. Hammer was the subject of a 2010 retrospective at the New York
Museum of Modern Art. Earlier that same year, she published a memoir with the Feminist Press, *Hammer! Making Movies out of Sex and Love*. And in 2012, the Tate Modern presented another month-long career retrospective that paired many of her films with the work of younger queer and feminist artists who have been inspired by her.

**Sex, Humor, and Feminism**

Artists A. K. Burns and A. L. Steiner took inspiration from Hammer when they made their queer experimental pornographic video *Community Action Center* (US, 2010). Burns and Steiner’s list of influences also includes gay male pornographers and underground filmmakers, as well as a number of women artists, not all of them lesbian, whose films and performances assert sexual confidence and autonomy. “We were deeply inspired by 60’s & 70’s gay porn-romance-liberation films like those of Fred Halsted, James Bidgood, Jack Smith, and Joe Gage. We’re also heavily influenced by feminist film and video artists such as Maya Deren, Lynda Benglis, Yoko Ono, Valie Export, Ulrike Ottinger, Carolee Schneemann, Barbara Hammer, and many others.”

By including Hammer in their eclectic list, Burns and Steiner invite us to rediscover the sexual excitement that infused cultural feminism in the 1970s, and to think about it with rather than against other queer and feminist projects of sex-centric world making. The decade was a heady time of lesbian sexual encounter and exploration, both among born-this-way dykes, many of whom came out in the wake of the late-1960s liberation movements, and among the “political lesbians” who explored lesbianism as a corollary of their involvement in feminism. Hammer herself came out in 1970, shedding her earlier identity of heterosexual wife and quickly blossoming into a lesbian Casanova. (Another reason she has given for her move to New York in the 1980s is that she had become too well known among the women in California.)

The sixty-nine-minute *Community Action Center (CAC)* constructs and documents queer “community” through a series of pornographic “action” scenes that go well beyond the range of sexual
activity presented in Hammer’s films. Some of the scenes playfully mine the tropes of mainstream pornography, for example, a sexy carwash and a pizza delivery (the latter is queered virtually beyond recognition). Some scenes evoke gay male pornography more specifically, for example, a street cruising scene. Other scenes are more generically neutral, presenting couples in bed, in the bathtub, and in the kitchen. Still others explore less charted terrain. For instance, the film opens in a large, art studio space, where a number of performers, presenting an array of bodies, engage in sex and gender play: tying each other up, pee on each other, donning and castrating clay phalluses, and giving birth to one another. As in many of Hammer’s films, the performative scenes of CAC are built around play and collaboration. Also, Burns and Steiner travel with their video whenever possible, engaging the audience in conversation and consciousness raising at post-screening discussions, as did Hammer with her films in the 1970s. Key differences are clearly the elements of gay male inspiration behind Burns and Steiner’s work, the inclusion of trans and cisgendered men on-screen, and the more expansively queer audience viewing their video at the time of its release. That said, Hammer has told me that she never insisted on women-only viewings of her work during the 1970s, though her own accounts make it clear that cultural-feminist venues were the main places in which the films were seen until well into the following decade. This seems to have been a product of the times and of the Bay Area milieu in which her artistic and social networks took shape, and not the result of an ideological position in favor of separatism on her part. 

The two most extended sequences of CAC explicitly reference cultural-feminist iconography. One of the sequences culminates with a woman who, expressing what seems to be her anger and jealousy over a straying lover, overturns a picnic table laden with fruit, vegetables, and other food items that she then attacks with an ax. The scene seems like an assault on the “central core” prop table of Hammer’s 1976 Women I Love shoot. The earlier film presents a series of portraits of Hammer’s ex-lovers (and in one case a friend) interspersed with stop-motion animated sequences in which single fruits and vegetables morph from whole to “core,”
for example, a head of lettuce opening out leaf by leaf or an orange
unpeeling itself. It is not clear why the performer in CAC attacks
this cultural-feminist harvest. Perhaps she is last month’s lover,
fed up with the symbols that the “liberated” serial monogamist
has used to justify her actions. Or perhaps, as a woman of color,
she assaults the objects as hallmarks of a notoriously insular white
feminism, expressing her rage at this strand of feminism’s inability,
or refusal, to represent her, or its presumptuous claim that it
could. Andrea Fontenot points out that this particular scene “can
be read as a response to the partiality of the community that the
film creates—one peopled primarily, though not exclusively, by
white, able-bodied, dyke couples.” And, to be clear, although the
new queer media work discussed in this article critically reimagi-
nes 1970s cultural feminism as a formation that can include and
empower trans and genderqueer people, it does far less to address
critiques of the formation as a white women’s province.23

CAC’s other main sequence features the performer Pony,
who is arguably the film’s star. (The final shot of CAC is of Pony
standing nude in a field, lifting a labrys to the sky.) When Pony
is first shown, she is exploring a pastoral woodland setting. Eventu-
ally she comes upon a stream and lies back on the grass. She
seems then to ruminate on the scenes of bondage, domination,
and feather piercing that the video proceeds to show us, scenes that
unfold in urban settings that look like the interiors of Brooklyn
lofts. As the film returns to Pony back in the forest, she unwraps a
honeycomb from its leaf casing, drips it all over herself, and pro-
ceeds to masturbate to orgasm. A bit later, as she squats before
the stream, a chicken egg comically bounces out of the water and
enters her vagina, an action presented in reverse motion that then
plays again in forward motion.

One could read these scenes with Pony as a queering or
parody of Hammer’s films of the 1970s and of the cultural-feminist
project more broadly. Surely CAC is turning essentialism on its
head by inserting a performer whom many will read as gender-
queer into a pastoral setting and then having her “give birth” to an
egg. Yet this reading fails to account for how Hammer’s 1970s films
already seem to be engaged in queer parody. Her 1974 film Menses
present a group of women who come together to enact menstruation rituals on a lush green hillside. In the first shot, the women stand together, naked and facing the camera. This is followed by slow, close-up pans, multiplied in superimposition, of the women’s crotches, a few of which are gripping chicken eggs. One woman spreads her legs and drops an egg to the ground. Then the egg appears in close-up as bright red blood splashes across it. Later in the four-minute film there are specific ritual actions, for instance, a ceremonial drinking of Codeine and the wrapping of a woman in toilet paper until she resembles a large tampon. All of these actions are performed “straight,” which is to say that the women (almost) never smile or break out in laughter. However, intercut with these hillside scenes are shots of the women smiling and laughing as they carry box upon box of tampons and other menstrual products out of a drugstore. Together they push a shopping cart that is overflowing with the products around the store’s parking lot. The film’s sound track is comprised of frantic and distorted electronic music. At times a voice breaks through the auditory chaos to intone, “Muh-muh-moon . . . menses . . .” Toward the end of the film, the same voice narrates a first experience with menstruation just as slowly and emphatically: “I was menstruating! I thought that I was dy-ing!”

Menses is undeniably among Hammer’s most essentialist works: in its exploration of menstruation as a definitively female act, in its conflation of women and nature, and in its invocation,
however playful, of a spiritual or transcendental realm of female experience and interconnectedness. At the same time, the film is so literal and repetitive in its essentialism that it almost seems divided from itself. Hammer herself saw the film as Brechtian. She clarified its use of humor and alienation effects in a 1977 article:

*Menses* is a ritual too, a home-made one, but it is also a satire on the Walt Disney film which became for many of us the junior high school puberty rite of our culture, the time when we were shuttled off as prepubescent adolescent girls to the closed-off walks of a hushed and secret closet auditorium. In the films shown then it was lace and daisies and muted whispers that surrounded the flow. What a farce. . . . I’d make my own film combating from the other side. It was no fun. It was discomfort. It was womanly and so was talking about it and screaming and playing and boasting. It was no secret. It could be filmed in consumer heartland, Payless Drugstore; it could be exhibitionist and free and wild—nude women dripping blood in Tilden Park high over the intellectual playground of the state, Cal Berkeley. It could be collective, each woman planning her own interpretation of rage, chagrin, humor, pathos, bathos—whatever menses meant to her within the overall satiric and painted nature of film. And I could shape and form and find the unifier, the pubic triangle and the egg, red. And each of the women was a part of me and it was not necessary that my particular body and face be screen present. They acted out for me, for them, the personal expression of one bodily female function. The color Brecht, the humor Barbara.24

This description suggests the complexity of essentialism within 1970s cultural-feminist practice. Hammer’s female-centric film about menstruation is purposely anti-“lace and daisies.” The film assumes and gives space to a fractured, unruly, and collective expression of femininity. It is not for everyone, but nor is it reductively unitary. The film is also highly satirical and far from earnest.

In the course of a nuanced, historical analysis of artwork from 1970s lesbian community arts journals, Margo Hobbs Thompson examines a photograph of a naked Amazon draped in vines and staring down the camera, as well as a playfully punning drawing that equates the vulva with a fig waiting to be eaten. At the end of the article, she writes, “Despite their contributions to feminist
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discourse on sex and gender, the subcultural artworks examined here are earnest and free from irony and thus difficult for a contemporary viewer to take seriously, especially one who embraces queer identity in all its contingency.”25 The assumption that a contemporary queer viewer can only, at best, laugh at such work and never with it is quite pervasive. Not long ago I had the bizarre experience of watching twenty students watch *Menses* without laughing. I discovered afterward that they had assumed that the film could not possibly have been meant to be funny. I slowly spoke the events of *Menses* back to them, without inflection (basically using the same intonation that Hammer uses for the film’s voice-over), until the students at last recognized and appreciated the film’s intentional absurdity. In the late 1980s, Hammer included *Menses* on a VHS compilation of her films, titled “Lesbian Humor.” She made the compilation in part to combat the stereotype that lesbians, and feminists, lack a sense of humor. I hope that today’s resurgence of interest in 1970s cultural feminism will shatter that stereotype for good.

**Performativity vs. and Essentialism**

In the first eleven minutes of Hammer’s *Superdyke* (US, 1975), a group of women invades the city of San Francisco. Clad in matching jeans and “Superdyke” T-shirts, they joyfully reclaim public spaces for lesbian use: a street in the Mission District, Muni (San Francisco’s public transit system), the plaza in front of City Hall, the Coast Highway, Dolores Park, the Erotic Art Museum, and the Macy’s at Union Square. Then, for about six minutes, the women share more private, contemplative moments as they massage each other in a house and then perform a series of ceremonial actions in an isolated spot in the countryside. At one point they walk single file, nude and with hands extended to each other’s shoulders, in front of a tepee constructed in a clearing. A brief, winding-down montage revisits scenes of the women’s triumphant occupation of the various urban locales of the film. Lastly, a shot after the closing credits presents the women piled together in the back of a station wagon, brandishing their homemade Amazon
shields and cheering and waving to the camera as they drive off, presumably on their way to another city to conquer. The film is brightly and naturally lit. Even the shots taken on city streets during a light rain shower have a sweet, homemade quality to them as the women smile through a rain-smudged lens. From start to finish, the film is unified by a buoyant piano accompaniment that was designed to resemble a silent film score.26

Why are these women “Superdykes”? It is true that they conjure extraordinary identities and accomplish amazing feats: in Dolores Park they become Amazon warriors wielding bows and arrows; along the Coast Highway, dykes on bikes magically sense when a sister is in trouble and rush to her aid. They are also Superdykes because they have the gall to wear shirts that identify them as such in ordinary, everyday spaces, the spaces of passing and constricted behavior for queer subjects. And yet, the women’s actions do not seem to be directed out toward the straight people whom they encounter in public space. Judging by the film, the onlookers of 1975 San Francisco were more amused than shocked by what they saw. Perhaps a better question, then, is, for whom are they affirming their Superdykeness? One possibility is that they intended their actions for women at the cultural-feminist spaces where the film would have its first screenings. The women in these audiences presumably had an affinity with either lesbianism or feminism, or both, though they may not have been willing or comfortable enough to perform those affiliations as exuberantly as the women on-screen. Or, a second possibility, perhaps, is that the women’s on-screen actions, from the film’s first frame to its last,
were not really intended for any audience, present or future, but instead for the performers themselves.

The intimacy and amateurism of the performances seem to support this interpretation. *Superdyke* has the feeling of a home movie or, better, a vacation film: it seems to have been made by and for the people on-screen, as a way to heighten the thrill of their journey, as an excuse to act differently than they do back at home, and as a means for them, on return, to look back and remember who they were when they cut loose. It does not feel like the film was made for a future audience of strangers. For the person who watches *Superdyke* today, across the gap of historical distance, the experience is a bit like observing a strange species of lesbian life through a fishbowl. The women of the film look again and again at the camera, but they do not seem to look through it to anyone on the other side. When they are not laughing, the women often have blank, deadpan expressions on their faces. By one logic, a facial expression can be deadpan only in context and only from the perspective of an outside observer who deems the seriousness of the expression incongruous with the perceived absurdity of the performer’s actions or the situation around her. But from the perspective of the performer, a deadpan expression can be the calm center from which the project of world making begins: an insistence on taking absurdity seriously within and against a society that has rendered queer modes of existence absurd and impossible in the first place. It is no accident, then, that deadpan expressions also pervade the new queer media work discussed throughout this article. Like their sisters of yore, today’s crop of videomakers and performers are bent on creating, fostering, and incorporating outlandish queer ways of life, in the hope that they might take root and become the way things are.27

The strategy of using performance-for-camera to construct new queer worlds is by no means limited to the media projects discussed in this article. Thomas Waugh suggests that virtually all films made by lesbians and gay men during the 1970s were built around “performance-based techniques,” among them “expressive elements that were more theatrical than the standard documentary
idiom of the day allowed: dramatization, improvisatory role playing and reconstruction, statements and monologues based on preparation and rehearsal; nonverbal performances of music, dance, gesture, and corporal movement, including those of an erotic and diaristic nature.” Waugh takes up Bill Nichols’s category of “performative documentary” as a way to frame and understand this 1970s queer film practice. It is eye opening to think about the media works created in the inventive and exhilarating first decade after gay liberation as performative documentaries. The way the term suggests that play-acting (performance) leads to reality (documentary) brings attention to the “realizing” aspects of gay and lesbian film performances: the way that the archive of queer subjects acting up on film in the 1970s has so much to tell us about who queer people in fact were at the time, but also the way that, through performance for film, queer people sought and at times succeeded in realizing new selves.

Within the field of queer theory, the term performativity usually circulates as the antithesis of essentialism. If the former signals queer anti-identity, then the latter is what the early-1990s queer turn was turning against: a shameful past of naïvely totalizing, ideologically rigid, and damagingly exclusionary gay and lesbian identity politics. Waugh’s queer recuperation of 1970s gay and lesbian filmmaking as performative documentary was both an effort to grant many films historical and political legitimacy as documentaries (against their not-infrequent dismissal as solipsistic works of the avant-garde), and an effort to demonstrate that they are more performative, which is to say less essentialist, than previously thought.

There is an opportunity now to undo the polarizing distinction between performativity and essentialism. Queer theory since the early 1990s, including Judith Butler’s work, has gradually shifted away from deconstructive notions of performativity toward constructive engagements with embodiment, as well as from emphasis on the contestation of (hetero)norms toward the project of developing habitable new norms of our own—in other words, a move from “trouble” to self-definition. Dovetailing with this development, the line of queer theory deriving from the early-
1990s work of Eve Sedgwick has long insisted on the constructive and “reparative” potential of queer performativity and performances of self.\textsuperscript{31}

Approaching the performances at the heart of Hammer’s 1970s films as ritual performances is one way to pursue this constructive, as opposed to deconstructive, path in queer theorizing. Rituals are practices that bring the performative and the essentialist together. A return to the paradigmatic work of J. L. Austin shows that the performative speech act—even if, by one understanding, it can only ever launch an endlessly reiterative chain of \textit{différance}—is a representational act that seeks to change the self and the world.\textsuperscript{32}

In scholarly work that is concerned with what queer people are doing or trying to do when they perform or make art, it is therefore important to remember that the performative act strives to make real what is not yet real, to conjure forth and to confirm a new reality. In other words, the performative seeks to essentialize, to assert new truths at the level of the self and make them stick.

The end of \textit{Superdyke} presents a series of what appear to be ritual actions: a woman passes a hollow animal bone across her torso and sends shadows dancing gently across her skin; later, three hands slowly pour dust over Hammer’s nude body as she cradles her camera. Presumably, these actions are meant to transform the women in body and soul, by reconnecting them to a matriarchal past and to their inherent but suppressed female essence. To skeptical outsiders, observing from beyond the charmed circle, the actions likely seem ludicrous and destined to fail. And yet, regardless of whether she achieves a direct connection with the Goddess, a person can still be transformed through ritual actions, in no small part because to commit to ritual actions is to suspend precisely such skepticism about the possibility of change. Feminist scholars have provided insights into cultural-feminist rituals that move us beyond static binarisms of success and failure, possibility and impossibility, and naïveté and sophistication. These scholars ask us to think about what cultural-feminist rituals do accomplish, instead of dismissing them for what they cannot achieve.\textsuperscript{33} For instance, in a 1978 essay, Kay Turner argues that the 1970s was a time of awakening, a “crisis passage” for women coming into a feminist
consciousness, and that the formalized rituals of cultural feminism helped to alleviate this larger stress of liminality “by rendering it in dramatic, metaphorical terms and providing a support group to encourage and enable the necessary catharsis to take place.”

Through shared, formalized performances, women found a way to take seriously new ideas and ways of life that mainstream society deemed preposterous. The rituals helped them cross over. As Turner puts it, “Certainly ritual is an ideal microcosmic experience, but it may be an endurably important means of invoking a new order of things in the macrocosm” (22–23).

During the 1970s, both feminists and gay activists saw the “truth” of themselves as something radically, historically new and in the fragile process of invention, and also, at the same time, as something buried deep within themselves, long suppressed and obscured by heteropatriarchy, that needed to be excavated and set free. These contradictory understandings of self came together in the liberationist and cultural-feminist performances of queerer and more feminist selves than one yet was: freer selves, more public selves, more sisterly selves, more erotic selves, and more militant selves. In some cases, the transformations flashed up and then flickered out. In other cases, they endured.

**Video Personae and Celluloid Selves**

In 1976, Hammer experimented with video, got drunk on the medium’s narcissistic properties, and woke up with a hangover. The resultant video, *Superdyke Meets Madame X* (US), was a collaboration with video artist Max Almy that began as a skill share: Almy showed Hammer how to use a Sony Portapak and in return Hammer taught her 16mm film production. (In 1976 Hammer also made her film *Women I Love*, in which Almy appears as the woman with the daffodils.) *Superdyke Meets Madame X* chronicles the brief relationship between Hammer and Almy as well as the equally short-lived love affair between Hammer and video technology. Intriguingly, the piece thematizes failure and disillusionment more than do any of Hammer’s other films of the same period. Ultimately, its many apparent failures help us to understand just
how central filmic process and celluloid support were to Hammer’s cultural-feminist practice during the decade.

Superdyke Meets Madame X begins with Almy on-screen responding to questions that Hammer asks from behind the camera. Almy says that if the two of them end up getting involved, then she thinks “the whole thing should be documented,” thereby establishing from the outset the exhibitionistic, confessional, and relationship oriented qualities of video that are now so familiar to us from reality television. Hammer, interviewed next, says that she feels “really good” about “just the little bit of shooting” that they had done that morning: “It shows that we are human beings and that we’re not just looking at each other as objects—and sometimes when you film without sound and without this dialogue, you miss that.” She expresses hope that shooting in video will allow her the spontaneity that she used to feel as a painter but that she finds lacking with film, which she describes as “really tedious and controlled and disciplined.” The two artists proceed to shoot a sequence of themselves making love, first by setting up a static camera on a tripod and then by inviting another woman in to record with a moving camera. The footage is reminiscent of the second half of Dyketactics, though the low-resolution, black-and-white video image
Camera Obscura

clearly sets the two works apart. In voice-over, Almy expresses disappointment in the footage, or perhaps it is disappointment in the love affair: “it looked really good but we weren’t feeling.”

A bit later on in the nineteen-minute video, Hammer organizes another shoot, one that presumably represents her act of “throwing away film,” which is the phrase she utters just before the cut. The sequence begins with Hammer lying naked on a bed, her body covered in film books. As the camera slowly pans from her feet to her head, we see that she has been reading avidly until, driven by passion, she has begun to stroke herself. She sits up, pushing the books from her body. But then, just as she seems to be nearing the climax of her performance, she breaks character and wearily draws her hands down across her face. Suddenly the video jumps to a later moment: Hammer is lying back on the bed with Almy at her side trying to comfort her. In the gap between the shots, Hammer had apparently looked at the material played back on a monitor:

hammer: So you’re right, I did freak out. Because it looked so static, you know. It didn’t look like—It just was like me showing off, being clever, and—It weren’t shit.

almy: You didn’t like it?

hammer: No. I thought with what we were doing, it was much more important to be real.

Next, back in her clothes, Hammer expresses a desire to break free of the narcissistic video frame: “I would like to go door to door and talk to housewives. I would like to have some kind of communication with somebody rather than us media freaks feeding on each other.” Almy, however, says that she is not interested in socially based art and that she prefers to work with video in the studio to create works of personal expression. Hammer’s two love affairs seem to have run aground at the same time.

One wonders if the women of Superdyke would have been so disappointed if they had seen their performances immediately played back. Was it some formal quality of the video image—a lack
of color and richness, or perhaps an overabundance of sound—that drained Hammer’s performance of magic in *Superdyke Meets Madame X*. Or was it something more fundamental about video’s relationship with time, a way that the instantaneity of the technology spurred different performances-for-camera to begin with? After all, Hammer seems to have become dissatisfied with her performance as it was happening. The video technology invited her to “be real” in a way film could not, and yet her performance began to feel artificial to her as she was doing it, before she even saw it in playback.

Video artist and historian Catherine Elwes notes of early video, “As far as the working practices of moving image artists were concerned, the most revolutionary aspect of the technology was the instant access it provided to the image—something that film could not do.”

Video often served as a mirror for artists, a relationship best exemplified in works such as Lynda Benglis’s *Now* (US, 1973), which stages the artist-performer between a camera and a monitor looped in a studio. And yet video’s medium-specific quality of instantaneity works against a stable sense of identity in the work of Benglis and other video artists, as self and self-reflection loop around and layer onto each other to the point of implosion. Not unrelatedly, in the 1970s, critics and theorists often insisted that video was more intrinsically postmodern than film, in the sense of being both immaterial, as a signal-based medium, and deconstructive, as a critical reflection on the technological and ideological system of broadcast television. Perhaps it is for these reasons that early works of feminist video art, even when they are formally quite simple (i.e., one long take of a performer engaging a static camera in direct address), seem less essentialist than Hammer’s films, more playful and contingent, and more about the exploration of personae than about the construction of identity. The body on the video monitor moves and speaks, but it has trouble grounding itself in time and space. As such, even though early feminist work in video was performative, it is not clear how and if it was used, or even could be used, for performing essentialism.

By contrast, 16mm film technology seems to have been conducive to ritual and transformation. There is a protracted distance
between the act of film performance and the act of film projection, and as a result both acts are charged with significance. Between them unfolds a slow process of becoming that incorporates numerous steps of material and alchemical transformation, including the developing bath, the editing table, and the optical printer. Likely for these reasons, film infused 1970s ritual performances with eventfulness in a way that video could not. The medium augmented the nature and power of feminist ritual, moving it from the transportative to the transformative, from the liminoid (the temporary, no-strings-attached role playing of postmodern life) to the liminal (a more fundamental and unidirectional change in self). 

Perhaps it is for these reasons too that the women in *Superdyke*, even when they look directly at the camera, seem so far away. They are not looking into a monitor that instantaneously feeds them back their image. Instead, they are looking into the inscrutable depths of the film camera, from which will arise confirmation of their augmented selves days, perhaps weeks, even months later.

In 2005, Liz Rosenfeld brought together a 16mm film camera and a ragtag group of queers in the hopes of performing a similar enchantment. She incorporated the footage into her hybrid film/video piece *Untitled (Dyketactics Revisited)* (US). The homage to Hammer’s 1974 film is felt most strongly in Rosenfeld’s gentle, lapping soundtrack and her similar presentation of nude bodies in disorienting yet enveloping superimposition. But Rosenfeld has displaced Hammer’s natural and domestic settings with the stark exterior spaces of what appears to be a warehouse district on the margins of a city. During the piece’s six minutes, the on-screen figures slowly move away from buildings into more natural settings, where they encounter flowers and expanses of shrubs. It is as if they are moving toward (or perhaps back to) the pastoral landscapes of Hammer’s 1970s films. Yet these pockets of nature, like the on-screen figures, remain surrounded by concrete and chain-link fences.

*Untitled (Dyketactics Revisited)* builds on a utopian queer potentiality that Rosenfeld recognizes as having already existed in Hammer’s film, while at the same time expressing significant doubts about that utopianism. On her website, Rosenfeld offers
a description and presentation of the work: “Bodies move freely through an ambiguous urban ‘utopia’ . . . or do they? [. . .] Allow yourself to be led through the space where bodies exist independent of social codes. Dreamy landscapes, androgynous figures, skin, and concrete, masquerade through a fantasia of fluid forms referencing history while looking into the future.”

Like the other contemporary queer media artists discussed in this article, Rosenfeld is keen to update the aesthetic form and political project of 1970s cultural feminism for a new queer present. Her film showcases a broader range of gender presentations than its namesake, for instance, by including chest binders and strap-on dildos that are absent from the mise-en-scène of the earlier film. Untitled (Dyketactics Revisited) seeks to conjure a “space where bodies exist independent of social codes,” not only patriarchal and heteronormative codes but also cisnormative ones.

I imagine that Rosenfeld shot in 16mm film not only because it is how Hammer made Dyketactics but also because the medium and format have become associated with an exuberant and perhaps naive time when feminists did not always qualify their utopianism. Yet the melancholic tone and medium hybridity of Rosenfeld’s piece suggest the impossibility of getting back to a time (real or imagined) when it was still possible to transform the self, or to build a durable community, through performance for celluloid. The figures in Rosenfeld’s film/video alight on a pastoral landscape and flirt with a new vision of community, not unlike the figures in Jen Smith’s video who gather on a hilltop to create a magical, though fleeting, gay counterculture. But both pieces end on notes of wistful longing and the suggestion that their utopian visions are but a dream. All of the contemporary queer media-makers and performers I have discussed in this article have no fear of “cruising utopia,” to use José Muñoz’s formulation, but they seem wary of settling down with it. Perhaps they worry that to do so would expose them to accusations of being theoretically naive, rigidly programmatic, and historically backward, the now-classic critiques by which 1970s essentialism has been dismissed since the 1980s. But if fragile queer worlds are to have any hope of enduring, we may need to find ways to take our absurdity more seriously.
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